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Motivation

Proposed Method

Experiments and Results Conclusion
1. We propose a novel unified framework, MagFormer, for video motion 

magnification.

2. We introduce a motion-guided attention module to highlight the motion 

areas and reduce the annoying video artifacts

3. We introduce a hybrid two-branch module with a Transformer branch from 

Eulerian perspective and a CNN branch from Lagrangian perspective. 

4. We introduce a new vibration dataset and a corresponding metric to 

evaluate video motion magnification quantitatively via amplitude and 

frequency. 

Video motion magnification can be mainly divided into two
categories
· Eulerian Lagrangian approaches : Amplify the motions of 

moving objects using optical flow (e.g. Liu et al.[1])

· Eulerian approaches : Measure and amplify the variations over 

time based on the pixel-wise change with fixed spatial locations

(e.g. EVM [2], Phase-based [3], VAM [4], Oh et al. [5])

1. Motion guided attention module

We use the optical flow O and the current input frame I as input, 

and provide motion magnification attention A in each Transformer 

and CNN block based on motion- guided attention module.

2. Two-branch module
Lagrangian Branch :

Eulerian Branch :

Here, Res is a residual block to adapt the magnification process 

and maintain the quality of the magnified frame, ⊙ denotes 

Hadamard product, LN is the LayerNorm layer, σ is a fusion 

module.

where Conv is a convolutional layer and G(・) means 3 

convolutional layers. Also, Mb means the next frame and M1 = 

Mb−Ma.

Overview of our MagFormer. It contains an optical flow extraction (GMFlow), a motion-guided attention module, a 
feature separator, a two-branch module and a reconstruction module.

(a) A global attention map and local optical flow in our 
Lagrangian branch by using quantifying attention method [6]. 

(b) Global motion flow and a local activation map in our Eulerian 
branch by using the CAM method [7].

Average PSNR and SSIM of all testing videos, using different motion magnification methods with different 
magnification factors. The presentation format is PSNR / SSIM. The best results are in bold.

Average PSNR and SSIM of different motion magnification methods of six videos with α = 40. The presentation 
format is PSNR / SSIM. The best results are in bold.

Cropped frame of the cat toy video when magnification factor is 10. The toy is 
moving from left to right while vibrating. The top row shows the detail of two 
sub-regions of the image. The bottle row shows a single column of pixels in the 
yellow line of the cropped image of the corresponding frames. 

Comparison with VAM [4] and Oh et al. [5] on the exciter videos with different α.
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